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PuTTing SCoreCardS To Work: Six ConCePTS  
ThaT lead To beTTer PerformanCe managemenT

Scorecards are credited as critical tools that guide executives through strategic 
decisions and performance management, offer insight into where efforts are best 
concentrated, and ultimately help to bring objectives into focus.  They are more than 
mere reporting and planning instruments – they are empowering resources that support 
business optimization. But scorecards too often fall short of their potential due to 
misalignment with strategic goals. Projects can fail through the common tendency to 
let technology lead the way -- without a full understanding of what to measure, how to 
measure it and how the scorecard will be reviewed. 

Every scorecarding initiative is different and must be approached with unique parame-
ters in mind.  However, there are elements that most projects have in common; forward 
thinking leaders can gain better control over their organization by taking six steps that 
lead to the tangible benefits of scorecarding.

  1. define your buSineSS needS 
  The most common strategic stumbling block is the tendency to overlook how 

corporate strategy aligns with customer value -- making this a constant priority 
is a first step towards effective management and scorecarding. From a custom-
er perspective, value generally falls within the four pillars of security, conve-
nience, comfort or luxury.  On the business side, these can be streamlined into 
product leadership, operational excellence, and customer intimacy.

  Companies that achieve breakthrough performance identify strongly with one 
of these areas and gradually gain traction with the others over time.  

buSineSS foCuS
operational excellence Customer intimacy Product leadership

Wal-Mart Amazon Google
Southwest Airlines Marriott Cognos

Dell* Dell* Apple

  Dell provides an interesting example as their focus changed over time. Initially they emphasized 
customer intimacy by providing custom built computers for each individual. But as they began to 
dominate the market, they realized a competitive advantage was in Operational Excellence. Their 
business model switched to a myopic focus on reducing the inventory carrying costs, and the out-
come was an ability to switch inventory from a cost center to a profit center.

  It is easy to keep the customer and business personalities on separate sides 
of the fence, with separate benchmarks and separately managed initiatives.  
But by understanding where your customers fall in these areas and aligning 
business objectives with their needs, you can drive performance and increase 
profitability.
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  The scorecard platform is based on this alignment, providing a method to 
communicate across your organization and coordinate resources in order to 
keep execution continuously in line with strategy.

  The metrics you use in scorecarding will follow the same mindset, remaining 
consistent and with customer value in terms of your core business processes.  
That means focusing on measurements that are relevant to the customer and 
keeping the scorecard simple. 

  Consider a call center. Customers are looking for prompt and helpful 
responses, so the two key indicators that best reflect the center’s success are 
time (response time) and quality (first call resolution). All other measurements 
are superfluous to the customer’s experience, including items such as costs 
and calls per person. These could be included in an associated report, but as 
time and quality satisfy the customer, they remain the top metrics to watch.

  In the spirit of keeping scorecards lean, you should also avoid similar types of 
measurements. For example, measuring both raw value and a representative 
percentage of the same value may give interesting information at a glance. 
But from the customer’s perspective, all that matters is how long it took the call 
center to respond; the other metric becomes secondary information, and can 
be documented in an associated report. 

 2. keeP Time in mind: SCoreCardS vS. daShboardS 
  The terms scorecard and dashboard are often used interchangeably, but the 

two provide very different sets of information. Understanding how and when to 
leverage these tools will be a critical step in staying true to your objectives. 

  A scorecard is a strategy tool that offers periodic measurements of 
performance through a framework of visual elements.  Status indicators (often 
color-coded) paint a picture of various levels of execution across an enterprise, 
displaying KPIs and metrics on a monthly basis. To manage strategy effectively, 
scorecards should be heavily integrated into the long-term management 
process. 
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  A dashboard, on the other hand, provides real-time data with KPIs and metrics displayed in various 
dimensions. This can often be presented within a single report that might resemble a scorecard 
– yet its purpose is dramatically different.  Just as on a car’s dashboard, this tool offers tactical 
information (akin to speed, RPMs, distance traveled) that checks your current state but does not 
help you determine how to reach your destination. 

  Returning to our call center example, a dashboard at that operation may reveal that resources 
should be shifted to cover a desk during an unexpected spike in call volume.  The scorecard, 
meanwhile, will use a similar metric to support long-term decisions on headcount at the center
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 3. idenTify The righT SCoreCard for your buSineSS
  There are a range of scorecard variations that suit different needs and values.  

Alternatively, selecting a scorecard design that does not fully mesh with your 
strategy can create a confused environment, delay projects, and result in a 
very low (and declining) adoption rate.

  As in every business application, selecting the right tool is imperative to getting 
on track quickly:

  •  Strategy management: Measures and supports the pursuit of strategic objec-
tives and annual goals as opposed to individual metrics.  KPIs call out perfor-
mance issues or progress towards business goals and completing strategic 
initiatives, which helps provide executive oversight on projects that are critical 
to success.

   •  Business process performance management: Uses KPIs to measure core 
business processes or customer value propositions, which should be aligned.

  •  Performance monitoring: Tracks the larger number of metrics and guides  
appropriate responses.

  •  Red-yellow-green reporting (RYG): Acts as a repository for all of an organiza-
tion’s measurements. Overly inclusive scorecarding reflects the practice of 
setting targets for all measures – an overwhelming task that results in poorly 
defined benchmarks, misdirected efforts, and miscommunication of critical 
information.  Due to its complexity and lack of discipline around the number of 
metrics, this style of scorecard is not highly recommended.

  •  Report cards: Provide lagging indicators, similar to quarterly or annual re-
ports.  As report cards explain what happened after the fact, they offer little 
value in driving strategy. 

  4. diSTinguiSh beTWeen STraTegiC objeCTiveS, annual goalS, 
and meaSuremenTS 

  At its core, scorecarding is about accurate, timely measurement that guides 
strategic decisions.  Understanding the measurements used to convey your 
situation allows you to quickly communicate and act based on the information 
you receive. 

   •  Strategic objectives are not quantitative measurements, but descriptions  
of what the organization must accomplish to achieve its overall mission.  
Strategic objectives should evolve slowly if at all, with little change from  
year to year.

  •  Annual goals are the high level goals of the organization. These include rev-
enue, margins, COGS and SGA cost containment, new product launch, etc. 

   •  KPIs are high-level, strategic metrics that define productivity or efficiency.  
For example, items such as profit per employee, revenue per square foot, 
marketing influenced revenues (MIR), or average selling price help explain 
the business via ratio or percentage. 
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  •  Metrics are measures with associated targets. For example, metrics could 
represent the components of core business processes that contribute to 
improved performance, such as days in inventory.  Defining metrics requires 
time to set well thought-out targets. 

  •  Measures are numerical expressions of business components. Measures 
have been tested and provide clarity around dimensions such as product line, 
sales region, time to market, etc.

  •  Data are numbers that have not been analyzed or tested. Data should not be 
communicated as raw information; it lends itself to misinterpretation, creates 
confusion, and minimizes understanding of the business picture.

 5. inTegraTe WiTh a managemenT ProCeSS 
  For a scorecard to be successful, it needs to support and be tightly integrated 

with a management process.  All too often, scorecards are technology 
extensions with little thought committed to how they will be used.  One simple 
approach is to review the information at monthly management meetings, which 
provides an opportunity to review numbers, discuss performance, and assign 
tasks.  The scorecard should underpin this meeting.

  In fact, management meetings frequently end with assignments to conduct 
more research into a given area.  The scorecard can raise the stakes by 
facilitating more proactive management, as participants can better understand 
and agree upon items for discussion in a format everyone expects.  If there 
is consensus prior to the meeting, people can prepare the right information to 
educate the executive team on issues and recommendations.

  In terms of meeting preparation, the analyst needs to prepare the following 
items for each of the KPIs:

  • Analysis: understanding what happened and why.

 •  Risks: identifying the risk to the organization or annual goals if the 
performance of a specific KPI or project continues in its current trend.

 •  Budgetary Impact: funds that have been used and funds that are still 
available. This pushes the team to understand the scope of the budget, thus 
providing a better foundation for discussion around the recommendations.

 •  Environmental Scan:  what is happening in the market?  The goal is to train 
the team to look at external factors and not just default back to an internal 
analysis.
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 •  Competitive Position: what are competitors doing, and how are they likely  
to behave?

 •  Recommendations: what should we be doing about the situation based upon 
the above research?

 6.ChaSe effiCienCy and effeCTiveneSS, noT The red meTriCS 
  One of the most common misinterpretations of scorecards is the natural 

tendency to scan and attack the “red” metrics. In reality, though, these hot 
spots may have little impact on the company.  And while the organization  
rallies to move out of the red zone, marginal metrics (yellow) or KPIs that  
are performing but on a downward trend may in fact be having a greater 
negative effect.

  Each objective must be weighted to reflect its importance within the context of 
your strategic objectives. This provides perspective on the KPIs and metrics, 
giving a clear idea of how the business is performing relative to its goals.

  With these six concepts at the forefront of a scorecard initiative, the right 
parameters will be in place to establish a successful program. The result 
will help manage performance and act as a communications aid that allows 
you to support your case for action with hard facts. This will in turn enable 
the enterprise to grasp the importance of each metric to the customer and to 
overall business objectives.  Decisions will be made in alignment with strategy 
and the overall process will be more efficient and effective.

  There is room for additional Business Intelligence tools that provide important 
diagnostic information, such as dashboards and reports. But with the scorecard 
focused on mission-critical elements that are intertwined with the management 
process and leadership that follows a monthly regimen of strategic analysis, 
companies can actively chart, follow and achieve their long-term success.
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abouT ParSon ConSulTing 
Parson is the largest management consulting firm in the world focused solely on 
Performance Management. Today, fast-growth companies and divisions of Fortune 
1000 companies around the world are running faster, smarter and more effectively 
with Parson’s help. As a member of the MCG family of companies, Parson is truly 
a global consultancy that draws on deep experience internally, and from their MCG 
affiliate partners to deliver guidance for performance management that goes far 
beyond technology. Their award winning consulting and delivery solutions include, 
management consulting, performance management, finance optimization, planning and 
budgeting, information management, business intelligence, and management reporting.
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